fully to appreciate the historical entity we call "West German society" in the decade or so after World War II, I argue in this essay, we must acknowledge the sharp diversity of its religious attitudes, mentalities, and spiritual perspectives; the passionate conflicts those diversities aroused; and why they did so.
The robustness of the beliefs described below is likely to surprise even many experts on this period. Although these beliefs briefly captured the attention of a small number of specialists, mostly ethnographers and folklorists, in the 1970s and 1980s, they have not been integrated into analyses of postwar history and society. 5 Nor do they square with much of the received wisdom about modern Europe and its supposed disenchantment. In recent years, historians have produced outstanding work on the occult revival of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. This work has tended to focus on intellectual history and contemporary debates about the boundaries between esoteric phenomena and natural science, while seeking at the same time to demonstrate the "modernity" of the occult. 6 My purpose in the present essay is different: I hope to contribute to writing what we might call the everyday history of the supernatural in Europe by exploring how ordinary West Germans lived and thought with otherworldly phenomena, day to day, in the broadest sense, in the middle of the twentieth century. 1736 -1951 In this essay I also want to make an appeal to scholars of recent European history to recognize the presence and significance of forms of magical thinking in the twentieth century. Like people in other parts of the world and across time, groups of West Germans in the 1950s sought methods of direct access to the divine. They, too, lived with angels and the spirits of the dead, conducted exorcisms, cast spells, and watched nature for signs of a world to come. By revealing the prominence of witchcraft beliefs, faith healing, and magic in West Germany in the 1950s-and the fears expressed in debates about those phenomena-this essay will attempt to contribute to a more fully integrated, diachronic, and human history of the supernatural, a project now in its early stages.
8 Such a history is essential, I would argue, not only to provincializing Europe but also to provincializing modernity. 9 But the specificities of time and place are crucial to any history of the supernatural. West Germans appealed to otherworldly forces to accomplish specific things for them. In vast numbers, they entreated the divine to heal their bodies and liberate their souls; they posed specific questions to the wise women, holy men, and healers whose counsel they sought. Their appeals and questions were rooted in a particular moment and in the needs, fantasies, desires, and fears of that moment-as were the debates those appeals and questions sparked. What makes the idea of West Germany's "supernatural (Manchester, 1999) Past & Present, no. 199, suppl. 3 (2008) . As indispensible as these works are, however, they have not brought modern Europe as fully into the picture as one might hope. Although Behringer conceives of witchcraft as a "universally existing pattern" (7), his analysis gives relatively little attention to recent European history. Similarly, the section "Superstition in the Modern World" in the Past & Present special issue-which is dedicated to a diachronic and transcultural look at "superstition" the world over-is notably missing any essay on modern Europe. Writing a transcultural history of miracles, by contrast, suffers from a lack of empirical studies of the meaning of miracles in non-Christian contexts. See Alexander C. T. '50s" historically significant is not merely the unexpected presence of certain beliefs and practices but also why those beliefs and practices suddenly became a matter of broad public awareness when they did, and what they meant in a society living with the many legacies of war and Nazism.
HEALING THROUGH THE SPIRIT Whereas Adalbert, whose acts and infamous opinions have been read to us, saw fit to call himself an apostle and to distribute his own hairs and fingernails to the people as relics, leading them astray with various errors and summoning demons to his aid under the guise of angels, let him be deprived of all priestly functions, doing penance for his sins, and let him no longer seduce the people. In 1949, a man named Bruno Gröning suddenly burst on to the West German scene and into the consciousness of millions. In his hands, his legions of followers said, lay the power to heal. That year, an engineer named Helmut Hülsmann and his wife, Anneliese, who lived in the Westphalian town of Herford, invited Gröning to come and see their ten-year-old son, Dieter, who suffered from a muscular disorder that made him unable to walk. Gröning responded to the Hülsmanns' invitation, and while he was the family's guest, Dieter's condition improved. Many, including the child's parents, took this to be miraculous, and news of the Wonder of Herford began to spread with extraordinary speed. Gröning became an overnight sensation.
From across Germany and far beyond, enormous crowds-an estimated five thousand people a day-began to descend on Herford and the Hülsmann home in the hopes of seeing him.
12 One contemporary described the scene:
"By the thousands they came, the sick and the ailing, . . . in buses, trucks, and cars, by train and on foot, in wagons and on bicycles, . . . in wheelchairs and ambulances. . . . From every corner of Germany they streamed in, the hopeless and the aggrieved, the young and the old, women, girls, children from every stratum of society [,] . . . lame, blind, and deaf, a society of suffering and distress." 13 The press dubbed Gröning "the Miracle Doctor," and shortly the term "Gröning effect" entered the vernacular to describe both the impact of his sudden fame and his mysterious and inexplicable powers. In the words of one commentator, Gröning shot "like a comet across the republic's postwar heavens." 14 The man at the center of this unfolding drama was in many ways an unlikely protagonist. Born Bruno Grönkowski in Danzig in 1906, he trained halfheartedly for a number of different professions in his youth but experienced little success. In the early 1930s, he changed his name and joined the Nazi Party. Later, he served a stretch in the Wehrmacht, did time in a Soviet POW camp, and was among the millions of Germans expelled from Poland at the end of World War II who were forced to make a new home for themselves in West Germany. 15 If none of these details from his pre-1949 biography were uncommon for men of his generation, there remained much about Gröning that was unusual, and distinctly so. From birth, it seems, people had believed he was "different." His devoutly Catholic parents, Der Spiegel reported in July 1949, were convinced from his birth that he might be possessed by the devil, and his mother had busied herself with sprinkling holy water around their apartment in Bruno's infancy. 16 But it was also said that even when he was a child, some sick people felt better just by being near him. 17 The adult Gröning stood apart in other ways, too. Amid his closely cropped and conservatively dressed countrymen, he wore his hair long, went without a tie, and dressed all in black, striking a shamanic pose.
As word of his ability to heal spread in the spring of 1949, so too did reports of his unorthodox and even wondrous curative methods. Gröning sometimes used mediums-his male and female followers-to perform long-distance diagnoses over the telephone. He carried out mass healings for huge crowds, and he infused objects-such as crosses, canes, and rosaries-with what he called his "healing current" (Heilstrom). He also worked very closely with individual persons, practicing the laying on of hands and telling those under his care to close their eyes and observe very carefully what was happening in their own bodies. 18 Sometimes he simply commanded those under his care to believe and act as if they were well, insisting that this would make them so. On one occasion, Gröning apparently cured a young boy of asthma simply by being in the boy's proximity. 19 On another, a badly disabled veteran who had been mute since the First World War regained the ability to speak by writing-but not actually sending-a letter to Gröning. 20 The Miracle Doctor was often to be seen crumpling bits of aluminum foil into tiny balls-sometimes with pieces of his hair or fingernails in themwhich he then distributed to his followers, who derived healing power from them. In this sense, we can find parallels to the practices of healers in earlier times, like those of Adalbert, the eighth-century Frankish bishop whose censure in 745 is quoted above, in the first epigraph to this section. Like Gröning, Adalbert distributed his hair and fingernails to those whom he sought to heal, and both men challenged the boundaries of religion and superstition, magic and medicine-each in his own age. 21 However extraordinary they may have seemed to observers in the year 1949, Gröning's practices, and his ideas about health and healing, were predicated on a powerful but not altogether unconventional Christian cosmology in which an earthly war between the demonic and the divine figured mightily. To blame for human suffering, illness, and conditions as diverse as asthma, muteness, muscular dystrophy, rheumatism, neurosis, and neuralgia were two fundamentally intertwined problems: humanity's alienation from God, and the presence of evil on earth. Gröning maintained that most people-some 90 percent, he estimated-were "prisoners of evil."
22 "The power of evil can take control of anyone's body [and cause illness], if we distance ourselves from God," he said. 23 For Gröning, evil was a living and palpable presence in the world. Recalling an early Christian theme, he once ordered a tree to be cut down because he was convinced that it was inhabited by Satan and therefore to blame for the "suffering and . . . devil possession of all the sick people living nearby." 24 Humanity, according to Gröning, was enduring a particularly dangerous and trying time and people were living "under the influence of evil spirits." For this reason, one had to "have faith" and the confidence to "take up [the] cross."
25 Yet healing, in Gröning's point of view, was not only about curing the sick body now, on earth; it was also about saving all of mankind through a spiritual reunion with God and nature: "It is this, that humanity is missing: nature. Back to nature! Back to our Lord God, back to the belief in the Lord God and to the belief in the good in humanity." 26 It is clear that Gröning had a tremendous effect on his devotees, as scores of testimonies to his cures bear witness. 27 A rapturous atmosphere often prevailed among the thousands in various sites who gathered to meet him, and people would sing religious songs and have ecstatic experiences.
28 Some believers at such assemblies could be heard to shout, "Thy kingdom come!"-unambiguously linking Gröning's appearance to the reign of Christ.
29 Kurt Trampler, a Munich journalist and one of Gröning's closest disciples, believed that the faith healer not only had the power to cure illness but also was responsible for initiating a new and more godly age. Trampler described Gröning greeting a crowd who had waited for hours to see him in Munich in 1949: "An unending stillness streamed from the man," creating a "peculiarly ceremonial atmosphere" full of "quiet, patience, and confidence." For the group gathered around Gröning, Trampler continued, it was as though "the materialistic twentieth century had fallen away and an age had emerged in which other laws, other values than ours applied." 30 However extravagant Trampler's depictions may seem, other believers imputed even greater wonders to Gröning. "I read in the newspaper that you can raise up the dead," one 24 "Wer ein Schnitzel findet," 7. 25 woman wrote to him in a letter in 1949, imploring the healer to bring her childhood friend, who had recently died, back to life.
31
Yet if his fans were legion, so too were his detractors. Gröning offered a charismatic religious vision that linked nature and God and placed signal importance on the problem of evil. What concerned some church authorities even more, perhaps, was that Gröning's vision existed outside official control. The Protestant church superintendent Herrmann Kunst claimed to be impressed by Gröning's Christian belief, though he regarded it as "primitive." He also warned that believers ought best to pray to God for their healing rather than trust in strange prophets whose abilities to heal might come from "powers below." 32 Another commentator, Kurt Böhme, was disturbed by Gröning's claim that there are "good" and "bad" people in the world, those whom God would deem "worthy" of saving, and those whom he would not. This view, Böhme wrote, placed Gröning "dramatically in conflict with Christian doctrine."
33
However unorthodox his methods and thinking may have been according to his critics in postwar Germany, Gröning did tap into a counterworld of powerful belief there, one that formed a stark contrast to prevailing ideas about science and medicine, faith and healing. His frankly demonological view of the universe disturbed even some Christians, not to mention those for whom God and Satan were metaphorical concepts or those who liked their religion suitably disenchanted and placed at a respectful remove from the day-to-day business of living life. As for the popular press, it tended to describe Gröning simply as a charlatan or as crazy, or both. Whether he was best understood as a messiah, a sorcerer, or a Rasputin, as one pamphleteer suggested, the newspapers maintained that Gröning was certainly "primitive," his practices "medieval."
34 The "atmosphere" around him reminded one Der Spiegel journalist of something out of Edgar Allan Poe. Journalists fixated on Gröning's penchant for wearing head-to-toe black, chain-smoking Chesterfields, attending cocktail parties, and consuming coffee "by the gallon," suggesting an apparent lack of asceticism that offended contemporary notions of how a spiritual healer should act.
In the eyes of the press, the crowds surrounding Gröning were equally undependable, anxiety-provoking, "fanaticized masses." 35 On the cover of an issue of Der Spiegel in 1949, Gröning's acolytes were depicted as exclusively female, even though his close associates and the crowds that followed him from place to place seem to have been composed equally of men and women. 31 Schmidt, Die Wunderheilungen des Bruno Gröning, 11-12. 32 Mildenberger, "Heilstrom durch den Kropf," 41. 33 36 This evidence suggests that the real issue, again, was control and the authority to define right faith, right thinking, right medicine, and right religion. To a society attempting to reestablish a certain ideal of patriarchy, the emotionally charged and feminized crowds around the faith healer may have posed a particular challenge. 37 As a long-haired rustic often accused of speaking "bad" German and espousing unauthorized theories about God and evil and health, Gröning was no one's ideal of masculine sobriety and firm, disciplined rationality. Perhaps even more disturbing were the vast crowds pressing in close to touch the hem of his garment; only a few years removed from the Third Reich, these were, for some, an uneasy reminder of the striking power of charisma, emotion, ideas, and desire to bring the multitudes to their feet. The image in figure 1, after all, is not at all unlike images of Hitler among thunderstruck, worshipful assemblies.
Be that as it may, the crowds around Gröning continued to grow over the spring and summer of 1949, to the alarm of local officials. In early May of that year, the Herford city government ordered him to desist from his activities. 38 This was followed, shortly after, by the state government of North-Rhine Westphalia's ban on his public appearances. 39 With huge crowds trailing behind, he moved on to Hamburg in July. His renown was so great by that time that some of the hundreds of letters he received there daily were addressed simply "to Herr Gröning, Hamburg." 40 Yet that city would prove no more hospitable to Gröning than others had been. He was denied a permit to appear publicly not just in Hamburg but in the state of Schleswig-Holstein as well. Each ban on his appearances produced a flood of angry and despairing letters from the public. "I can only wish to those who have forbidden Herr Gröning to practice . . . that they be afflicted for just four weeks with my sickness, and that they would have to sit in a wheelchair, the way I have to," one man wrote in May 1949. 41 Compelled to move on again in August, Gröning journeyed to Munich. There, the multitudes of sick, maimed, blind, 36 I thank Der Spiegel for granting me permission to use this image. 37 and deaf people that gathered in the hopes of seeing him grew so large that the Red Cross had to set up emergency tents to house them. 42 People began to refer to the site as the Bavarian Lourdes. 43 Stories proliferated of scenes straight out of the gospels, in which the blind were made to see and the lame began to walk.
Whether intentionally or not, Bruno Gröning pulled back a curtain in postwar West Germany to reveal a world of distress and a population in need of healing of all sorts. Gröning brought individuals in pain into public view in the tens of thousands-people who had been maimed in the war, people in wheelchairs and on stretchers, blind and deaf children, and ailing men and women. It was a disquieting sight. One local official tellingly described the crowds in Munich as resembling "an army camp," certainly a vivid image for many Germans in 1949. 44 The crowds in Munich were composed of people whom German society and its authorities, churches, institutions, and doctors could not heal and perhaps wanted to forget. No less unsettling-as suggested by the level of vitriol directed against Gröning-was the cluster of ideas and practices that he and his followers revealed to the mainstream West German public. Here, again, we find suggestive parallels between Gröning's practices, the methods of healers in earlier times, and the ways both were received. As did the heretic bishop Adalbert, Gröning believed himself to be a healer working in the service of God. Just as medieval church authorities saw Adalbert as a heretic encouraging superstition and false belief, so too did a variety of West German commentators condemn Gröning, seeking to discipline him and his followers by accusing them of primitivity and countering with the congenial rhetoric of civilization and modernity.
Nonetheless, Gröning's successes did garner him some supporters outside the circle of sufferers who sought his aid. The Bavarian minister president Dr. Hans Ehard saw no harm in the healer's work and wanted to give him a license to practice. 45 Among the ranks of the medical community, most seem to have regarded Gröning as a quack or worse, though a few doctors in Hamburg and Munich publicly stated their conviction that healing "through the spiritual power of belief " was possible for a few sick people. 46 Others even brought their most intractably ill patients to Gröning, as a last resort if nothing else.
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A Dr. M. theorized that Gröning's healings broke through to a "layer of the unconscious or subconscious that in many people is covered over by an 42 Ibid., 46. 43 Schulz, "Der Wunderdoktor," 199 -200. 44 Geupel, "Bruno Gröning," 12. 45 Ibid., 11. 46 Schulz, "Der Wunderdoktor," 186. 47 Trampler, Die große Umkehr, 16. overemphasis on the intellect."
48 At the 1949 Munich Psychologists' Congress, a doctor argued that Gröning corresponded to the archetype of a healer, in a Jungian sense, and that this explained his abilities. Two physicians in the Ludolf-Krehl Clinic in Heidelberg said he was a "born psychiatrist [Seelenarzt] of great talent." 49 In general, however, positive assessments of Gröning from within the medical community seem to have met with sharp criticism.
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In 1950, Dr. Julius Ahlhorn, acting on behalf of the state's attorney in Oldenburg, went to see Gröning address a crowd; Ahlhorn declared Gröning "farcical" and described him assuming a "pose that uncomfortably recalled Hitler." Gröning, Ahlhorn insisted, was "crazy," "paranoid," and "psychopathic."
51 Although his supporters were prepared to follow him almost anywhere, it is clear that for others Gröning was a dangerous man, a heretic, and his practices and devotees alike embarrassing manifestations of fanaticism and mysticism, incompatible with modernity's most cherished dogmas. Although Bruno Gröning's personal fame and charisma made him extraordinary, he was actually only the most famous example of a much larger and more diffuse set of phenomena. A number of individuals in West Germany in the 1950s claimed-as Gröning did-to be endowed with an ability to heal by banishing evil, and scores of individuals sought out their counsel and gifts. Indeed, there appears to have been a veritable explosion in the 1950s of the intimately related practices of imploring the divine to cure illness by casting out devils and removing hexes and accusations of witchcraft. These accusations became a matter of enough public concern by the late 1950s that West Germany's major polling institution, the Allensbach Institute for Demoscopy, began asking respondents whether they believed in witches-a question the 48 institute had not posed before. 53 Meanwhile, the German Medical Information Service estimated that around seventy cases were being brought annually before West German arbitrators and courts in which one party either alleged witchcraft against another or had brought suit to stop accusations of witchcraft. These "witchcraft trials" became frequent fodder for the newspapers not only within West Germany but internationally as well, as did the activities of specialists in the art of Hexenbannung, or "un-bewitching." Considering that there were some ten thousand self-proclaimed Hexenbanner operating in the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1950s, the driving out of devils could be said to have become a virtual cottage industry.
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If the shamanic Gröning and the ailing, feminized, and "fanaticized" crowds surrounding him unsettled some observers, the phenomenon of witchcraft accusations in West Germany proved downright subversive. Just as Gröning opened a window for the broader public onto the practices of "healing through the spirit," so the case of a farmer named Hannes Bading introduced the mainstream of the republic to everyday magic and witchcraft beliefs. Bading hailed from Barum, in Lower Saxony. As Der Spiegel reported in 1951, and as Joachim Baumhauer has shown, Bading had been brought before a local court for beating the postman's son with a cane and for striking the postman himself with a shovel. Bading was convinced that evil was afoot in Barum and that some of its residents-including the postman and his son-were in league with it. He blamed the witchcraft of his neighbors for his livestock's falling sick and other mysterious and unexpected maladies.
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Bading's fears of witches and other evildoers stirring trouble and bringing misfortune to Barum were not altogether unusual in this period. As we have seen, Gröning and many of his acolytes experienced life as permeated by a variety of otherworldly forces-some divine, some demonic-that acted within the everyday world of men and women in tangible and perceptible ways. The publicity generated by the Bading case and others like it would soon reveal that many West Germans-northern and southern, Protestant and Catholic, men and women-were engaging in a variety of practices designed 53 Compare the entry for "Mentalität" in Jahrbuch der öffentlichen Meinung 1947 Meinung -1955 to invoke the power of the supernatural to ward off evil, obtain access to the curative and benevolent power of the divine, keep the effects of the devil and his agents on earth at bay, heal intractable illness, find love, answer significant questions, and properly understand and interpret events. West Germans used a variety of tools to accomplish these aims. They kept soil from churchyards in their pockets. They wore amulets made from acorns and coffin nails, dogs' paws, the tips of cats' tails, and boars' teeth. Some pinned bits of paper with special symbols or words on them to their clothing. They bought products like "Devil's Tail" (Teufelsschwanz) and "Bad People's Nuisance" (Böser-Menschen-Ärgernis), which, along with asa foetida (Teufelsdreck, or "devil's dung"), were commonly sold in pharmacies. 56 They bought magic books, such as The Sixth and Seventh Books of Moses, that contained information about casting spells or warding them off and that often appeared in multiple editions. 57 Yet despite these efforts, evil flourished, as witches, the devil's agents on earth, proliferated. While cases related to witchcraft had been brought before courts in the Weimar and Nazi periods, they appear to have been only a small handful compared to the number of such cases after the war. 58 Witchcraft cases generally involved offenses against the Heilpraktikergesetz (a 1939 law regulating the practice of nonmedical healing) or against laws pertaining to disturbing the dead, defamation, or slander. But they could also include charges of arson or, as in Bading's case, bodily harm. 59 When public opinion researchers in the late 1950s asked West Germans whether they believed in witches or not, some 8 percent of the individuals polled-representing perhaps 3 to 4 million people-said either that they did exist, full stop (1 percent), or that they very well might (7 percent). 60 Yet official statistics concerning witchcraft were also quite equivocal: the German Medical Information Service showed that in the Lüneburger Heide in the 1950s as many as 65 percent of the population believed in witches, while in the Bodensee 70 percent did. 21) In truth, village magic and Hexenbannung had probably been around in some form for as long as anyone in Barum-or outside it-could remember. But in 1951, an obscure Hamburg schoolteacher named Johann Kruse published a book that would ultimately be instrumental in bringing those practices to a wide audience. The book was entitled Hexen unter uns? Magie und Zauberglauben in unserer Zeit (Witches among us? Magic and magical beliefs in our times). Kruse, a longtime Social Democrat and anticlerical, had been a self-styled "antisuperstition" crusader since the Weimar Republic. Working mostly in his native Schleswig-Holstein, and using local newspaper reports and personal interviews with villagers and townspeople, he had collected evidence for decades of what he called a "ghastly witch craze" that he believed had seized "control of broad strata of [German] society." 62 Kruse believed that Germany was permeated-to its ruination-by witchcraft beliefs. These could be found, he insisted, among all classes, from rural West Germany to "the gates of Hamburg," and were unwittingly promoted by the law, medicine, elementary education, and scholarship-especially folklore.
However "ghastly" or extensive the phenomena it described, Hexen unter uns? found little initial resonance. Shortly after its publication, it was slated to be pulped. 63 But the Bading case helped change that. Journalists eager to interpret the case-or, at least, eager to confirm what they already believed about it-immediately latched on to Kruse's work. Under its influence, they declared farmer Bading, along with various practitioners of magic, graphologists, soothsayers, and card readers to be the "scum of the magical occult," hopelessly mired in "the Middle Ages," and products of what they construed as a nightmarish rural world, consisting of Germany's "solitary heaths, moorlands," and "lonely mountain villages [ 65 Even after the apparitions ceased, Kriß reported, pilgrims and seekers, scholars and the merely curious continued to journey to the village. While conducting fieldwork there in 1954, Kriß observed a man performing an exorcism for a woman possessed by a "particularly stubborn devil." She was the third in a generation in her family to suffer from this condition. With a variety of incantations, prayers, and rites, the exorcist-ironically named Herr Unsinn (it is not clear that he gave Kriß his real name; Unsinn means "humbug")-called on the Holy Trinity, Jesus, Mary, and Joseph to save his client-and to liberate humanity from its sins. 66 As unexpected as this homespun lay exorcism may have seemed to Kriß, Herr Unsinn clearly saw himself acting as a faithful Christian. Even as he instructed his client to remove her shoes, so that the bad spirit could leave her body easily, and touched her with various crosses and ritually sprinkled her with holy water, he called on the Holy Spirit and other agents of God to liberate her from possession by "hellish demons." 67 Even as he prayed for her individual salvation, he implored God to redeem all of humanity.
For the exorcist Unsinn and his unfortunate client, as for those who feared witchcraft and sought the counsel of Hexenbanner, the world was burdened with consequence and filled with potential dangers. Dense signals emanated from the spiritual and natural worlds that required constant interpretation. But the world might also reveal its secrets and liberating power if tapped into by the right people with the right tools-the right Christian tools. 68 Saving one's soul, warding off evil, healing sickness, finding a spouse, or gaining knowl-edge that was necessary for living could mean praying to the Holy Spirit and wearing an amulet made from a coffin nail.
It is certainly ironic that the intersecting worlds of everyday magic, Christianity, and witchcraft were brought to the attention of a wider West German public by Kruse, who so passionately opposed them. Baumhauer's rich and fascinating study of Kruse has shown that the antisuperstition campaigner's work began to stimulate an "immense flood of articles" on witchcraft in the press, and these continued to appear throughout the 1950s. Many directly referenced Kruse's work. 69 As journalists publicized Kruse's ideas and message, they not only made the broader public more aware of witchcraft beliefs but also contributed to a perception that such beliefs were dramatically on the rise-which was, of course, Kruse's belief to begin with. As frequent media attention brought Hexenbannung and magic to broader audiences, they inspired both lurid interest and growing unease. In 1954, a cabinetmaker named Waldemar Eberling was brought to court by a neighbor who alleged that Eberling had harmed his reputation by labeling him a witch. Eberling, it seems, acted both as a Hexenbanner and as a local healer. In fact, for him the two jobs were nearly identical: his work as a healer included administering natural preparations for such ordinary ailments as rheumatism, headaches, and circulation problems. 70 But he also used his gifts to treat "bad luck," mysterious sufferings that medical methods had not cured, and unaccountable disturbances in children. His services were contracted as well by those who wished to determine whether their illnesses (or those of their children or livestock) had supernatural causes. 71 Eberling's perception of himself as a healer was characteristic of many Hexenbanner, as was his belief that he had received from God the ability to thwart bad magic. 72 Prior to his trial, two psychiatrists from the University Clinic in Kiel interviewed Eberling. They described his worldview as dominated by polarities: God/devil, healer/witch. "Eberling experiences the world as a fullness of magical connections," the doctors noted; "In his world, next to logically, causally, and empirically grounded perceptions, there is another knowledge a priori, an experience of irrational connections, an observing and meaning-making of affective certitude." 73 In describing himself, Eberling noted that from early in his life he had the gift of prophecy. He had predicted a neighbor's death, the bombing war against Germany, and Germany's loss of World War II. In 1953, he dreamed of a coming war between "East and West" in which he saw tanks approaching, "the Russians" pressing forward, and "the whole street . . . full of blood." But Eberling had visions of God and the "cross of Christ" from an early age, too, and had heard a voice instructing him to "help other people." Of these youthful experiences, he said: "Even then I felt a duty inside, which came from God. I am totally connected to God; [healing] is a calling." He described this calling as a "godly vocation," which he contrasted with serving the devil. 74 Other healers shared this conviction. A "cunning woman" (weise Frau) from Schleswig who spoke with Kruse told him that it was God's commandment to combat devils and witches; to do otherwise was to be unfaithful to God. A Hexenbanner from near Kiel told Kruse, similarly, "Christ drove out evil powers. Why should I not do the same?" 75 Years of studying the practices of Hexenbanner convinced the criminologist and fellow antisuperstition campaigner Herbert Schäfer that un-bewitchers believed they performed their roles at the behest of "divine instruction." 76 Not surprisingly, members of the press rehearsed familiar themes in reporting on Eberling, depicting their distaste for him, as they had for Gröning, in the familiar rhetoric of civilization and enlightenment. Under the 40-point headline "Der Hexer von Sarzbüttel" (The warlock from Sarzbüttel), the Hamburger Abendblatt described Eberling in 1954 as "a piece of the deepest Middle Ages" having "revealed itself as the appalling backdrop to our ostensibly so enlightened era."
77 It seems the courts agreed that he and those who sought out the counsel of Hexenbanner were in need of liberation from their retrograde views of the world. The judge in Erberling's case directed that the proceedings of the court should be broadcast on the radio "in the interest of science and for the enlightenment . . . of the population." 78 In the end, however sanctified his motives from his own perspective, Eberling was convicted of fraud, of violating the Heilpraktikergesetz, of defamation, and of negligent bodily harm. On appeal, he received a short jail term. Yet he emerged triumphant. From across Germany, as well as from Scandinavia and the United States, he received letters asking him for healing. Whole busloads of people sat in front of his house in hope of meeting him. 79 and Christian healing were all interconnected, all expressions of God's will, all part of a spiritual pact with the divine to dispel evil from the earth.
For believers, Hexenbanner and other spiritual healers like Gröning could do things that doctors, judges, and scientists could not do and knew things they could not know. They had access to power-divine power, the power of nature-that far exceeded ordinary skills. The world of the healer was a world of belief, a world in which God reached out through his instruments on earth to make the lame walk and the blind see. This world thrived on forms of knowledge alternative to those offered by the modern state, modern science, and modern theology, and it pledged fealty to very different sources of authority. It no doubt galled Johann Kruse that even as he strove with all the zeal of enlightened reform to ferret out and abolish superstition, hundreds of West Germans wrote him letters asking for magical advice because they assumed he was an especially gifted sorcerer.
WITCHCRAFT, FAITH HEALING, AND THE NAZI PAST
Bans on Gröning's public appearances led him largely to withdraw from public life in Germany by the early 1950s. This process was hastened by his mounting legal troubles. In 1952, a case was brought against him, and then quickly closed, for violations of the Heilpraktikergesetz. He began traveling more often outside West Germany, making trips to France, Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, and the United States.
81 But in 1957, his legal difficulties became much more dramatic. He was tried not only for violating the Heilpraktikergesetz but also for negligent homicide. He had allegedly told a young woman under his care to stop medical treatment; she subsequently died. He was acquitted in that case but was tried again in early 1958 and convicted. Before the proceedings against him were concluded, however, Gröning himself died-paradoxically, some found, of cancer. By then, he had all but disappeared from view within the Federal Republic; in February 1959, the Bild Zeitung ran a picture of his family standing at his grave under the caption "Forgotten." 82 The obituary for Gröning in Der Spiegel resorted, typically, to the language of progress and civilization in trying to understand the phenomenon he helped create: "His life was an answer to the question, what has the Enlightenment bequeathed us? It has bequeathed us almost nothing. The Middle Ages live on." 83 Almost as precipitously as he had arrived, Gröning vanished from public view and, apparently, from public consciousness. But he was to have an interesting afterlife of sorts. With the upsurge of interest in Kruse's book and the press's attention to witchcraft over the course of the 1950s, a number of other authors began, late in the decade, to interpret the Gröning phenomenon, Hexenbannung, and magic as part of a distinctive social problem-and one that might have long historical roots. The Catholic author Herbert Auhofer saw Gröning as the ultimate Hexenbanner: "Much more so than was true of the miracle healers of past decades, his practice was witchcraft; the mass psychosis around him superstition." 84 In his 1960 book Aberglaube und Hexenwahn heute (Superstition and the witch craze today), Auhofer went on to suggest a connection between the "medieval witch trials" and recent West German witchcraft accusations. Similar was the thinking of Herbert Schäfer, who studied dozens of witchcraft-related trials between the 1920s and the 1950s. Schäfer not only found connections between faith healers, un-witchers, and the popular use of magic books but also suggested ways these phenomena might in turn be linked to fervent religious belief. In 1953, Schäfer found, a woman who belonged to a Heroldsbach prayer circle reportedly was told by the Virgin Mary that her neighbor was a witch. Suffering under these accusations, the accused woman later committed suicide.
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Such phenomena were especially disconcerting to Kruse, who by the early 1960s had become convinced that Hexenbannung and villagers' accusing their neighbors of witchcraft were no mere "superstitions" but something much more sinister. The persecution of the Jews in the Third Reich, Kruse now argued, had clear parallels to the witch hunt; "modern witchcraft beliefs" were, in effect, both "relics of fascism" and part of the mental world that had led to the Holocaust. 86 For his part, Schäfer insisted that the Federal Republic stood at the brink of a "retreat from the rationalist worldview," and he too, in his own way, suggested a connection between "superstition" and "the old blood-and-soil mythology of the 'Third Reich,'" noting that leading figures in the Nazi establishment had been given to occult beliefs. 87 At a gathering of the Stuttgart association "Doctor and Pastor" in 1964, various participants contributed essays for what would later be published as the volume Massenwahn in Geschichte und Gegenwart (Mass hysteria in history and today). Influenced by reigning ideas about totalitarianism, a number of the essays explored brain washing and Bolshevism, while others, such as the contribution of the Buchenwald survivor and Catholic antifascist Eugen Kogon, looked at racism as a form of mass hallucination or insanity. The volume's editor, Jungian psychoanalyst Wilhelm Bitter, viewed "superstition"-along with fervent religiosity, racism, class antagonism, and fascism-as parts of a deviant whole. All 84 Auhofer, Aberglaube und Hexenwahn, 62. 85 Schäfer, Der Okkulttäter, 124. 86 Baumhauer, Johann Kruse, 81. 87 Schäfer, Der Okkulttäter, 5. what had happened to it. 92 Yet this was accomplished in a deeply condescending way that effectively transferred responsibility for genocide to rural folk and to "uneducated" and "fanaticized masses." This left German culture-understood as enlightened, Western, progressive, scientific-entirely unsullied.
Supernatural thinking struck a profoundly subversive note in the early history of West Germany. Would the language used to characterize Gröning and his followers have been as barbed if these figures had not followed upon Nazism? The question becomes more meaningful if we consider the language used to discredit Gröning: he was both "like Hitler" and a relic of the "Middle Ages." To invoke the Middle Ages was, of course, to call to mind a time when people's thinking was supposedly mystified and primitive, obfuscated by superstition. But invoking Hitler was a related move, which simultaneously transformed Nazism from a twentieth-century political system to a "dark age" fanaticism, neatly distancing the present from the past. By tacitly equating the crowds around the faith healer with the "fanaticized masses" who had only recently clamored to hear Hitler speak, Gröning's most vocal critics sought to chasten and discipline their fellow citizens, to insist on normative behavior and belief, and to suppress strong emotion and alternative visions of reality. This insistence was both a relic of Germany's recent authoritarian past and an attempt to contain that past. Theories about Gröning and witchcraft beliefs were used to construct difference in West Germany, between properly disenchanted people, who knew the correct (meaning, chastened and dispassionate) place of religion in their lives and separated it from magic and charlatanism, and "others," who did not. Those theories were also used to reify marginal groups-women, children, those in pain, the "masses," the mentally ill, rural folk, people with deformed limbs and war wounds, the "uneducated"-and to manage cultural norms by identifying deviance, subversion, and heterodoxy in its many manifestations. 93 
CONCLUSION
Reflecting back from a vantage point twenty years removed from World War II, the Austrian folklorist Leopold Schmidt recalled that the curtains had barely closed "on the theater of the last war" when "there suddenly appeared on the stage . . . an entire society of charlatans: palm readers, astrologers, quacks, faith healers, and also . . . witches and sorcerers and their antagonists, visionaries, miracle seekers, and cult founders of all types." And yet Schmidt also held out the possibility that various forms of what he called "folk belief " had not actually increased since the war but had simply become more visible in the 1950s because of the frequent attention they were paid in the popular press. 94 It would be very difficult to determine whether the supernatural 1950s represent a moment in which engaging with the otherworldly and the unseen reached new heights or whether the apprehensions of the media and a variety of reformers-in the medical community, among clerics, in the ranks of the antisuperstition activists, and so on-simply made it appear that way.
As noted above, there do appear to have been more "witchcraft trials" in the 1950s than in preceding decades. One potential explanation has been put forward to clarify this phenomenon: perhaps the increase in accusations of evildoing and witchcraft was a social consequence of the massive influx of ethnic German refugees into West German society after World War II. The newcomers' ways of living, religious practices, and customs were sometimes markedly different from those of their new neighbors, and this may have contributed to tensions and accusations of malevolence and harmful magic on both sides. 95 One source contends that Gröning was particularly sought out by refugees. 96 A less socially functionalist account, however, might take seriously the fact that evil, to some West Germans, seemed to be gaining the upper hand in the 1950s. Did this sense grow out of the acute moral, metaphysical, and emotional disarray of the postwar years-a time of terrible dissonance, haunted by so many wild ghosts that multiplied even as the semblance of "normalcy" and bourgeois propriety and orderliness was obsessively maintained? 97 At the same time, however, West Germans in the 1950s had a variety of significant questions that society and its authorities-churchly, political, medical, and journalistic-often proved woefully inadequate to address. Will my body be healed? What happened to my mother, husband, or brother in the war? Why is my child ill? Is my neighbor in league with the devil? Do the dead live on? Yet, on the other hand, Schäfer believed that it was in fact the "rich good life" following the 1948 currency reform-widely deemed responsible for stabilizing occupied West Germany's economy-that had brought in its wake an "upsurge of superstition." 98 In other words, it might have been precisely the upturn in West Germany's fortunes in the 1950s-the Economic Miracle, an expanded sense of well-being and prosperity-that put some people in a mood to expect more and to ask for more from God and from the spirit world, too.
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These matters will not be easily or conclusively clarified. And, in any case, we still must explain the response of people like Johann Kruse and those who rallied to his antisuperstition standard. Whether or not there was, empirically speaking, more supernatural activity and belief in the 1950s, it certainly appeared that way to some observers. This, in itself, is a matter of historical interest and importance. Otherworldly claims, phenomena, and experiences seem to have produced considerable apprehension in the 1950s among those (New York, 1978) . Fred cannot maintain the outward appearance of bourgeois normalcy demanded by German society in the 1950s and so spends his days at loose ends, finding comfort among the dead, visiting cemeteries, and attending the funerals of people he never knew. 98 Schäfer, Der Okkulttäter, 5. 99 Many thanks to Peter Brown for this provocative suggestion.
who rejected their reality. This raises a question as to whether we might be able, in looking back through German history, to identify moments in which supernatural and occult phenomena and powerful public demonstrations of religious piety (variously understood) may have caused more social friction in some moments than in others and why. David Blackbourn's famous account of the Kulturkampf in Marpingen showed how a group of young girls' visions of the Virgin Mary set in motion social, cultural, and political contention not only at the level of the Prussian state but throughout German society as well-in the liberal press, among carriers of "advanced" opinion, and among both churchmen and ordinary Catholics. 100 But, of course, fervent religious beliefs and supernatural encounters of different kinds were hardly confined to the era of the Kulturkampf. During World War I, soldiers "had their own doctrine of angels." 101 They carried elaborate talismans into battle or had good-luck charms sewn into their uniforms by their mothers and wives. 102 Soldiers' loved ones conducted séances and visited spirit mediums in the hope of contacting the fallen beyond the grave. 103 In the streets of Weimar Berlin, barefoot prophets multiplied, preaching the end-time. 104 It is true that the occult was a matter of concern to the churches and, sporadically, to the state. But how generalized such anxieties may (or may not) have been in Weimar is not clear. Though some World War I-era psychiatrists treated soldiers' magical practices and popular religious beliefs as symptoms of psychosis, most doctors were more concerned, ultimately, with the ways those practices and beliefs might subvert or undermine the goals of a distinctly masculine military discipline, social integration, and patriotism. 105 But the 1950s were a deeply uneasy time. The sources of this unease were many, but among them was a dread that forces of irrationality and superstition were in danger of running amok in a country working very hard to refashion itself as "normal." To many contemporaries, "normal" meant enlightened, rational, and scientific-all things that Nazism, according to certain contemporary interpretations of the recent past, was imagined to have opposed. The people who sought answers to life's questions in the realm of the supernatural almost surely represented the margins of West German society and posed
